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Ancient peoples practiced

irewalking. ln this

century,
observations have been made of
lirewalking in Sri Lanka, the Fiji
lslands, lndonesia, Burma, Africa
and elsewhere. ln Greece, the
festival of St. Catherine was
celebrated annually, always with a
ritual f irewalk. Usually, the
firewalk has been done for mystical
or religious purposes by priests or
other holy persons. ln most cases
it was usually preceded by days or
weeks of meditation or prayer.
ln the early 1920s, Ajari
f

Warwick, associated with

of the feet could be buiit into the
walker's mind. After dozens of
successful firewalks, he started to
teach others how to safely conduct
such firewalks. As a result, loday
over 200,000 people (mostly in

their 20s, 30s and 40s)

participate. Knowing that

a

Buddhist school in the San Francisco
Bay area in California, became
involved in firewalking. Lay people

joined the group and in a very short

time, they were participating in
spiritual firewalks.
A young American woman

participated in several

have

'walked on fire."
On March 17, 1990, a firewalk
activity was scheduled to be held
by Tolly in Atlanta, Georgia.
Having always wanted to personally
experience walking on a bed of
glowing coals, I decided to
a

person's skin gets thinner as one
ages, I did not know whether the
skin on the soles of my 8O-year-old
feet were dangerously thin. When
inquired about this matter, I was
advised that a recent successful
participant was an 83-year-old
lady. I decided I had a three-year
margin of safety!
First the group observed the
assembly of the firewood into a
stack of cut timber four feet high
and three feet in diameter. A pail
of kerosene was poured over the
wood and ignited. The fire got off
to a good start and we left it to the
attention of a helper.
Assembled indoors, it was
noticed the group was in the 30 40 age bracket, only two men being
beyond lhe 40-year level. Af ter
some simple, but very enjoyable
I

'lightening up" activities on the
part of the group and antics on the
part of Tolly, we were instructed
as to the key role of INTENTION --why were each of us here? Each
person was asked lo stand and

of

Warwick's spiritual firewalks and
related her experience to a fellow
Californian, Tolly Burkan. Tolly
was involved in assisting Ken Keyes
in his "Living Love Center,"
teaching seminars that involved
meditation, certain aspects of

publicly state his or her
"intention.' I said, "At age 80,

I

still have two pr three years of
hard work to put lhe capstone on
my 20 years of research into the
basic nalure of Man. lt is getting

Eastern philosophy, relaxation and

self-improvement procedures.
Tolly saw that the act of firewalking could have tremendous

easier and easier to goof off, so my

beneficial effects on an individual's

intention

is to further build and
reinforce my self-discipline

self-esteem.

because, if the job is to be done,

He studied the procedure and
concluded that the necessary

I

have to do it.'

safeguards against serious burning

Then followed
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a 1 and 112 hour

long. At the exit end of this
glowing bed, he sprinkled water on
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conditioning Program,

of

a

frank

explanation
PeoPle who had
suffered burns (and speculation as

to why those individuals
encountered disaster), the clear
outline of the sPecif ic stePs to
program into the mind, the signing
of the

hold-harmless-iron-clad
legal release, much fun, singing,
etc. Finally, TollY concluded we
were as readY as we would ever
b€. The men rolled uP their trouser
legs so theY would be 12 inches

of the red hot
fire. Going
catch
not
and

above the level
embers

out of doors, we assembled in a
circle around the fire and watched
Tolly level the embers lo cover a
strip four feet wide bY twelve feet

il

would quicklY
quench any embers thal adhered to
the soles of the feet.
Then as a person made the
decision to walk, they stepped out
of the circle and walked to the end
of the glowing bed. Knowing lhat
the whole secret lay in the mental
and spirilual mind-set for taking
that FIRST step, he or she then
calmly proceeded to take the
additional three or four steps to get
to lhe far side of the glowing bed.
I was the fifth out of the twentYeight to walk. I was truly oblivious
to any leeling of heat. When I
realized I had successfullY
lraversed the bed, I honestly could
not recall any sensation of heat.
But I had to scrape mY feet back

and forth on the wet grass to
remove some small blackened

is possible.' The
benefits are so tremendous that we

firewalking

can leave the "how' to the

nexl

generation.

Writing this brief reporl a few
weeks after lhe firewalk, I can say
it was an experience which will pay
many dividends in whatever years I

still function in this

tri-parl
etheric, astral and physical body.
Now I KNOW what is involved on the

serious side

of the

humorous

observation,
"There are only two kinds of people

in the world. Those who have

walked on fire ... and those who
have not.'

A Most Unf ortunate
Development

pieces of embers.

Two of the thirty people made lhe

decision that they were not readY
lo walk. When the group assembled
indoors for a discussion, these two
people frankly discussed their
thoughts and it was obvious each
had reached a new level ol
understanding of themselves.
The reader may wonder 'just
HOW HOT was lhe bed of coals?"
Electronic pyrometer readings

taken on this type

of red hot

embers usually shows an average
temperature of 1200 degrees F.
Since most of us have no reference
point lor such a temPerature level,
let me say it is 600 to 700 degrees
above the temperature of the metal
in the griddle on a gas or electric
range.

And, yes, the reader ProbablY

has a question, "how is this
possible?" FranklY, after fifteen
years of looking for answers to
that queslion, there is no
scientifically accepted answer from

medical doctors,

phYsicists,

psychiatrists, PsYchologists or
engineers. The emerging science of
neuro-linguistic training holds some
promise of learning how our mind

stimulates the electro-chemical
changes in the brain that in lurn
alters lhe chemistry in the bodY.
However, there is no nesd to wait
anolher f ive or ten Years until
somebody f igures out "how
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ln 1988 both George Meek and the
Board of Trustees of METAscience
Foundation realized that it was time
to lay plans lor finding a successor
for George as president. ln June
1989, George resigned and Thomas
R. Love of Lockport, New York was
elected the new president by the
Board of Trustees. Tom's lake
over was detailed in the
Summer/Autumn issue of
UNLIMITED HORIZONS. Tom set up
his office in his home and began

gradually to take over contacts
with members and outsiders.

Tom very soon encountered
areas. ll b€came
obvious thal the switch from an

problems in two

academic life as a college professor
did not bring with il the experience
on lhe nitty-gritty, day-to-day
business procedures. Onerous as
some of these are, they are very

necessary, particularly with

a

corporate entity which is a taxexempt, non-prof it organization

under scrutiny of the

U.S.

Government. This necessitates
very rigid record keeping on even
the modest cash flow transactions
of METAscience Foundation.

But Tom and George had to
grapple with a far more serious,
complex and difficult problem - lhe
switch from a one-man
entrepreneurship to that of building
an enduring corporale entity. Such

t-

a transition period is

most

hazardous. The historY of thr;
business world is strewn with the
wrecks of countless thousands of
entrepreneurships which failed lo
make that change.

George himself was all too
familiar with ihe manY Problems
such a change involves. He had
negoliated those turbulent waters
successfully. He had built a new
business from the ground uP,
personally filling all the posts of
founder, president, sales manager,
chief engineer, production manager,

inventor of the comPanY's
products, etc. ln 1960 he desired

to terminate this activitY to
hopefully spend 20 Years on

research into the basic nature of

Man. His first choice for his

replacement lasted one month. He
then selected, trained and turned
the business over to another man.
Today, twenty years later, that
company, with a third generation of
management, is doing a business
volume of more than 50 times what
it was when he turned the oPeration
over to his successor. The
company has built a world-wide
reputation.

Well, to keep this report short
and to the point, the sad news is
that neither Tom nor George was
happy with the waY things
developed on the METAscience
change-over activity. On March

16, after eight months

president, Tom submitted

as
his

resignation and it was accePted.

ln Tom's letter of

resignation, he

to him the 30
pages
the
Challenger
of
typed
to
be the
which
was
transcript

and duties of President. Since at
this moment Molly Philo is the onlY
paid employee of METAscience, it

falls to George's shoulders

to
carrY
assemble the materials and
through all the stePs necessary to

produce this Spring issue of
UNLIMITED HORIZONS. lt is
George's intention to take a triP
abroad late this SPring to follow
some exciting research leads. He

will definitely carrY on

as

president until the end of 1990,
working as usual, at no salarY. lt
is certainly to be hoped that either

in the Summer or Autumn
newsletter, we will be able to
report to you what Progress has
been made to provide for the
continuity of the challenging
activities of

METAscience

Foundation. ln that

connection,

George hopes that bY the time

You

absorb the contents of this SPring
issue, and particularly the material
in the next column, You will be
convinced that METAscience
Foundation does indeed have an

opportunity to do some verY
creative and valuable work for
Mankind as a whole.

We came to know and love Tom
and Jeanne Love and have great
admiration for their abilities. The
sentiments expressed to Tom in mY
letter accepting his resignation
concluded with this quotation from
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's
poem, "Maud Muller':
Of all sad words of tongue or Pen,

the saddest are these, "lt might
have been."

requested we return

e.,\6^.9e-a.A.9Arre'\.g

entire issue of the Spring edition of
UNLIMITED HORIZONS. Even though

we had already obtained written
approval and guidelines for same
f rom the three other Persons
involved in that channeling, we felt

that since Tom and Jeanne had
helped generate the transmission
that we had no choice but to return

lhe material lo Tom, as

he

requested. (Perhaps when the dust
settles, Tom will relent and we can
share this remarkable channeling
accomplishment with our
membership and with the world.)
George has resumed the office

"Thele's been a s[ght drange in plars.
The meek shall inherit the moon."

e.rrlA,9e.rrh9e.arDs,g
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A Guest Editorial
tJ. Maxwell Kennard, living in
Auburn, WA, is an 87-year-old
member of METAscience

Foundation. The following is his
unsolicited commentary on our
humble efforts.l
The work of the METAscience
Foundation looms ever more

important

in the light of

the

cataclysmic changes that are being
wrung in on this planet.

ln every country.in the world,
especially our own, the present
system of EDUCATION is totally
inadequate lo cope with these
dramatic changes. Too much time
and effort are expended on subject
matter that is not relevant to what
is ahead of us in this changing
world. The time now spent in the
deserts of academia looking at past
history is mere nit-picking in the
wash of literature.
Two quotations from men of great
vision seem

to it the present
f

circumstances. Almost 50 years
ago Winston Churchill said, "fhe
desti ny of Ma n is nat
by material
measu red
computation. When great causes
are on the move in this world, we
shall tind that we are spirits, not
animals, and that there are things
going on in time and space, and even
beyond time and space, which,

whether we like it or not, spell
duty." How much of our present

educational system takes that into
consideration?
Then from a great soldier who
surely knew the futility of war
came this gem: "ln the long run,
people will do more to bring about
Peace than can governments.
lndeed I think that shortly people
will want Peace so badly that
Governments had befter get out of
their way and let them have it."
Dwight D. Eisenhower's vision was
uncannily accurate in the light of
the events of 1 990. Yet he spoke
those words 40 years ago.

The pioneering work

of

METAscience Foundation and other
groups will shortly result in some
fundamental changes in the way
that Mankind thinks, let alone in the
way that education should PlaY its

vital role. We are told

that
universities and colleges are for
the purpose of teaching students to
thlnk. However, as long as those
instilulions are founded upon false
beliefs and dangerous dogma, how
can the students come out thinking
correct ly?
Surely, the first slep must be
to remove for all time to come

Manklnd's baslc lear ot
death. That is precisely what
METAscience Foundation is all

about, in other words, the most
important contribution lo the bright
future of Mankind, all over the

world. What an awe-inspiring

project! Can you think of anything
more important and more
consequential than that?
For far too many centuries now,
Mankind has been tied to the wheel
of lile on this planet (reincarnation)
and has not found the way out of
that dilemma. However, the work
of METAscience Foundation will
open many doors and certainly lift
Mankind off the wheel of
reincarnation. This will entitle him
to more and better understanding of
the eternality of life and the
countless options that are available
fo him. (lncluding the actual facl
that ascension is easier than dying!)
History, tradition, custom and
iron-clad habits have imprisoned
Mankind for too long a time, and bY
removal of his most basic fear,
the light of complete treedom will
bring on some remarkable
adventures and the sheer joY of
really Ilvlng.
The writer does not happen to be
an idle dreamer. He has had a
really fantastic time on this planet
this time around, seen much of the
world, enjoyed a good share of
firsts, and enjoyed the countless
hours in libraries of the world, by
knowing the trick of reading the
right books. (Both my schools in
England were run by Mystics, no
formal dogma of any kind, lots of
nature study, travel and
inspirational activities.)
We are now in the long-promised
Iatter days and we can expect to
enjoy some amazing events which
will awaken all of Mankind to what
is true about himself. For too long

now, lhere has been this obsession

of Man with his/her "space suit"
for this planet - the body.
METAscience Foundation is
certainly helping to show the body
is merely the package, and very
useful indeed, for the spiril which
we all are. We must awaken to the
right emphasis to be put on these
important matters. As Churchill

pointed out, we are Spirifs, not
animals, and complete freedom
must be realized to do and be
whatever we want, with complete
understanding of lhe eternality

of life.
Can you imagine the sensation
that the little booklet, THE MAGIC
OF LIVING FOREVER caused in
England recently? I have been
active over there for some time in
gently 'waking" folks up to the fact
that there is something vastly
better than the daily humdrum stuff
they go through. Freedom is only a
thoughl away, so let's all help
METAscience Foundation to spread
the good news and wake folks up to
what is real as against the
negative and false dogma projecting
all over the world today.
[Thank you, Max, for this valuable
perspective. And when you refer
to "all over the world today," our
global reach is increasing.l

Membership Status
We are happy to report

LIMITED

HOR IZONS
continues its slow but steadY
growth. More than 500
copies of this issue will go to
recipients in the USA and 28
countries.
UN

A Red Flag

of

Caution

A most unusual series of books
known as THE PHOENIX JOURNALS
has come on the market in the USA
during the past eight months. These
books, currently 12 in the series,

all relate to the

cataclysmic
changes --- economic, climatic, geo-
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physical, governmental, social,
war, famine, plague, etc. --- which
purportedly will be encountered in
lhis decade (the so-called Biblical
End Times?).

Judged by almost any standard,
these books represent a publishing
tour de force.

The
communicators
purportedly are space brothers,

such as Ashtar and Hatonn, exalted

spiritual beings,

outstanding

persons such as Nikola Tesla, Dr.
Walter Russell and others. These
volumes present much material
which has been taken from existing

books with

no

formal

acknowledgment of the books from
which huge chunks of this material

are plagiarized.
Rather than take the sole
responsibility for evaluating this
admittedly intriguing publishing
venture, the editor of this
newsletter submitted portions of
the books to a panel of 15 persons
whose opinions he valued. The
concensus was overwhelmingly
negative.

Up to the time of assembling
material for this issue, we had
spent three months of the most
detailed investigation of which we
are capable. And we have started a
reading program to increase our
knowledge of the existence and
workings of what has been referred
to as Lucifer, Satan, The Devil, the
Forces of Darkness or the Dark
Brotherhood. We have also been
conducting some actual 'hands-on
research' which is developing a
new level of confirmation of the
utter reality of the existence of
evil intelligences. We hope to be
able to assemble hard information
on these matters.

Our detailed findings will be
presented to members, in a
forthcoming issue of UNLIMITED
HORZONS.

Purchase one or more of
the books it you are so

lnclined.
However, this
series af baoks is certainly a

situation where it will be
wise to listen to your own
voice of inner guidance as to

the

within.

material presented

Research

Reporr I

lnstrumental Communication

2

Some of our members have read

the bOOK, STARTLING

REVELATIONS, bY Lucille McNames,

as well as the channeled messages
Lucille has provided over the years
f rom the deceased American
scientist, Dr. George Jeff ries
Mueller. Many have also read IHE

GHOST OF

29

MEGACYCLESbY

John Fuller, telling of

the

collaboration among William J.
O'Neil, George Meek and Dr'
Mueller, resulting in the world's
f irst 20 hours of taPe-recorded,

instrumental

two-waY

conversation with a Person no
longer living in a PhYsical bodY.
Now Lucille McNames has
assembled channeled material for a

book entitled
TOWE

R.

THE CRYSTAL
lt contains many

fascinating messages from

Dr.

Mueller, Dr. Walter Russell,

Yogananda, Edgar CaYce, Dr. W.F.G.
Swann and several galactic beings;

one being from as far awaY as a
star in Ursa Major (the 'big
dipper').
While not formallY Published

Yet,

it is available in limited edition
8 112 x 11 manuscriPt form with

wire binding. Copies of same are
available f rom METAscience
Foundation at $12.00 less
members' 20% discount Plus $1'25
postage and handling for each book.
For that segment of our
membership interested in keeping
abreast with the Progress (or lack

progress!) on instrumental
communication, the chaPter
presented here will Provide

of

considerable enlightenment.

CHAPTER 20
..SPECIAL COMMUNIQUE"

Communicator:

Mueller

Dr. George

J.

Channel: Sari

GJM: Tell George Meek that

from

now on he and his colleagues should
concentrate upon volume of energy

and NOT space and distance. This is

very importantl
Think of us who have

'crossed

over' as the same personalities but
now living in - well, how shall I Put

it? - in anolher Partitioned room of
Universal Mind. Too manY of You
still living on planet Earth think
that we scooted out of our bodies
and traveled a great distance. Not
so. Not so. I reiterate: We Pulsed
to a different frequencY. (Pause)
Thought now is our onlY realitY, so

we can shape a thing

with

lelewaves. We take energY from
the Cosmos and merge lT with
energy in our high self. Here, we
concentrate upon Cosmic energY
lrom the aether and here, we Push
time aside.
As I see it, George (Meek), You
there are not making much headwaY

with

your

lnterplane

Communication aPParatus You call
Mark Vl, for the simPle but

complex reason that You feel

You

must acquire the right rate of
f requencies for great distances.
This is not the case al all, George.
You must, instead, find the rate of
frequency that is attuned with our
particular rate of energy in thal we
may merge and exchange data. So
you and colleagues must forget how
far your data must travel. lnstead,
work the machine in that it contact

aneouslY!

(Pause)
hYPothesize.
'This would not seem possible.'

us Instant

'What a job!' you

It's possible, but at the moment,

Why? A two-waY
lnterplane Communication

improbable.

apparatus shall involve much more
than electronics, as You have been

taught electronics. lt shall involve
rates of cosmic energy that You all
are not yet familiar with, and so it
is going to lake a lot more work in
experimentation, I am sorry to
say. This goes for us, too. As You
know, we, too, are working on a
similar apparatus, but onlY as we
learn more can we, too, make more

headway. Answers are
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not

automatically given to us when we

cross over the 'veil.' We here
must work hard just as You do.
You are told over and over again

that wisdom lies in
Consciousness

that is

Divine

refracted to

Ultraconscious Mind that

overshadows Man. Well, taPPing
this higher mind area aw-ake takes a
lot of work and a lot of guts. While
on Earth, I was a physicist, but
never aware of the ultraconscious
mind. Well, I am now.
Of course, here, we no longer

deal with time, nor space,

nor

distance. Believe us, this takes a
lot of thinking it over, and Il's

like startlng all over again.
There is so much to learn. Over
here we are conscious thal we need
to draw on Itght for our
thoughtwaves if thoughts are to
reach the higher consciousness of
channels.

Sari, may I suggest that you use

that little crystal made f or

You

that is in the shape of a PYramid,
as a focal point of energy for
contacting other realms? As You
concentrate upon those in upPer
spheres prior to contact, visualize
crystalline lig ht in you r h ig he r
mind zone, then visualize this light
permeating the little crystal, then
you are ready to pose questions to
us. And George, do not ask too
much of us. I reiterate: We, here,
learn where we left off. Too manY
there think we have all the answers
once we get adjusted over here.
How ludicrous to think such a
thought. We go on learning just as

you, there, continue to

learn.
(Pause) I am now being directed bY
my Superiors to tell you this:
Direct your thoughts to the tiP of

your little crystal pyramid, and

you might add a golden capstone to
gather more cosmic energy for the
'trip.' On Earth, you have to dial a

telephone

and convert

thoughts into sound.

Your

We note that your crYstal is a
lead crystal. May we suggest

having your friend fashioh a
crystal made with quartz for

what may be likened to an
electronic organ. Since here we

purity.
Okay. When you are ready lo ask
questions of a scientific nature,
George, do not expect miracles,
nor expect answers to come

have no larynx, we musl use an
electronic box, but this is just
experimentation as a beller method
by which to rsach you there. We
are not even sure if it'll work. Will
let you know. For the time being,
we are having success in reaching

through Sari in

scientific

terminology. We are informed that
we are not allowed to give your
channel answers unless she can
comprehend tenets of same.
Perhaps this does not make much
sense to you, bul do not you see
that Sari is learning also, and with
each data we beam to Sari, she
learns a bit more? lf we gave dala
in purely scientific terminology,
she would not comprehend one iota
of our data. You may think that
this would not matter at all, just so
we get answers you want through.
Not so. This is nol the way we can
work it, George. Sorry. We wish
we could get answers through the

way you want

Sari's mind, and I really prefer this
mind-to-mind conlact. ln Earth's

luture we are told that mind-to-

mind contact shall take the place of

you: As you

that you envision a direct line to
us. So, you must visualize a tube
of crystal and see all thoughls and

I can think of,

Dr. George Jeffries Mueller

remember what we have lold you in

transmission:

Only

Sari, prior to conlact, clear your
mind. George, clear the mind.
Concentrate wholly upon lhe
questions or data you wanl us to

hear. The second step is

to
concentrale upon the name or
names of those entities whom you
wish to contact.
George, just as cosmic energy
impinges upon Man's larynx, or
organ of sound producing words as

one speaks, on Earth: As I have
explained to George, we must

thlnk our thoughts lnto a
small box that ls electronlc,

and sound impinges upon our
thoughtwaves and so, we have

have such vastly

different

vibrational tones? My Mentors, or
whoever overshadows me, request
this.

GJM: Fine with me. You wanted to
ask me something?

Sari: Yes. Can you electronically
record my wavelength as my
lhoughts reach you?

data. (Pause) Go ahead,

at
as

frequencles separatc us
and not dlstance!

mind

harder for a prlvate llne for
all lncoming and outgolng

this lime, to fully protect you
the thoug htwaves, like
messengers, reach our plane. And

ihis

Do you

are, but we keep trying.
Now remember, Lucille - oops,
Sari - to clear the line and see each
thoughtwave entering the imagined
crystalline tube of light in that
your waves are directed straight
to us. Statlc Is caused by
entltles ln many lower planes
trying to get into our line of
communication, and we don't want
this to happen, so we both must try

gather thoughts to send us, be sure

method by which

you.

wavelengths. Remember that we
are novices in this area jusl as you

it, but we have

questions going lhrough this tube of
crystal energy. This is the only

Thank

calling me Sari, as Sari and Lucille

GJM: Perhaps you did not think
thal varying moods can change

regulations here, you know.

Sari, this is for

Sari:

words, for when Man speaks, he
talks too much and lherefore loses
much energy needed elsewhere!
George, we do not need Sarfs

ectoplasm lor contact, for ws
are able now to merge into the
same wavelength as this channel.
When we are through talking, we
leave this electronic voice box lhat
serves as my larynx, just as you
leave your telephone and hang up

when you are through wilh a
conversation. However, m y

superlors tell

me

that

mlnd-to-mlnd contact should
be used and so, I shall not again
uso this little box. A pity, as I was
beginning to have fun with it! Go
ahead, Lucille. You want to send a
thought?

-6-

Sari.

Sari: Thanks. You mentioned a few
moments ago to visualize you as in
a different time continuum, so if
you are not stationed in time nor in
distance, then how can any other
entity enler our line of

communication? Am
myself clear?

I

making

GJM: Wait a minute ... hold on ...
oh, now I see your point. True, I
have not gone any place. I simply
function in a different f requency
now. But I still say that there are
countless enlities existing on lower

planes that can and do enter lines of

communication and this is how
some channels color our dala. Of
course, you, too, must watch this,
Sari. (Pause) Just know that

your thoughtwaves and out
thoughtwaves make contact
faster than speed of tlght. ls

this not rsmarkable?

Sari:

Hard to understand.

A Divine Meditation

GJM: Why? Slnce there ls no
dlstance nor sPace relatlva

mlnd-to-mlnd

to

[The S-volume set of THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF THE MAATERS OF THE

communlcatlon.

Sari:

FAR EAST by Baird J. Spalding, available from DeVorss & company,

Wowl

GJM: Time now to end this

transmission. We, here, do hoPe
that we have been a bit helPful.
And remember, onlY rates of
lrequency separate us, bul in the
larger Reality there is no time, no
space and no distance. Until we
meet again, I am, GEORGE J.
A/f,JELIER

An Offer and

a

Challenge
Recently, George Meek was doing

some lilerature search on the
subject of mind-to-mind
communication, "planes" of
consciousness and the complexities

of lnslrumental communlcallon between planes. He found that
a special mailing to our membership
in September 1984 included an
exlensive communication from Dr.
George Jeffries Mueller via Lucille
McNames on these matters. Now in
retrospecl, and with Meek's onlY
slightly betler understanding of
these complex processes, he is of
the opinion that this 1984 material,
while still far lrom providing all of
the desired definitive answers, is
one of the most enlightening

sources

of

information

he has

encountered to date.
There still remain in stock 190
copies of this September 1984
mailing. Any members currentlY
involved in personal research

or study ln these

obtain

areas

may

a copy of this material

bY

a $.25 postage stamp and
mailing address label or piece of

sending

paper with your address on it.
And, the challengel lf any of our

members or friends of members
are telepathic channels (trance

type) who possess memory banks
of data containing technlcal
materlals, it would facilitate

research worldwide both
instrumental and telepathic if

you or they could pick uP Dr.
Mueller in his now much more
evolved level of understanding and
re-establish this tremendouslY
valuable flow of information.

contains

perhaps more ihan a dozen discourses given by Jesus to Spalding and his group
during the two years when they were traveling through the Himalaya Mountains
in the early years of the 20th century. For purposes of my own personal
meditation, I have taken one of these and improved the personal impact by
changing the pronoun from 'you'to "1" (EACH reader) G.W.M.]
It takes a true motivating thought, focused on a central absorbing point or
ideat to bring lorth or accomplish and l, as well as all mankind, can become that
motivating center. Not one thing comes forth unless man has first expressed
the ideal.

At one time man was fulty conscious that he was this motivating center and
lived futty conscious of this inheritance and ,dominion. He lived consciously in a
condition that you term heaven. All but a few have let go of this divine gift and
today the great majority are absolutely unconscious of this divine quality which
is mankind's true inheritance.
What man has done once, he can accomplish again. This is the principle back
of the endless array of life and manifestation that I see all around me and
includes my own life, together with that of every existing thing, as every
existing thing has tife. Ere long science will give ample grounds for saying that
things are not material, and science will soon see that all things can be reduced
to one primal element containing innumerable particles universally distributed,
responding to vibratory influences, and all in perfect and absolute equilibrium
or balance.

Hence, it fottows on mathematical grounds alone that it took some definite
movement, some initiat action, to draw together the infinite particles of this all-

pervading universal natural substance, in order to bring them into lorm as
selective objects.
This power does not originate wholly within a particle, but it is a power
greater, yet at one with the particle and l, through my thought and definite
action, cooperating with the vibration, give selectivity to these particles. Thus
witl physical science be compelled to understand through necessary deductions,
so that scientists will recognize the presence of a power, which, at this time,
is not understood because it is inactive; and which is inactive only because it is
not recognized.

But, when recognized and communed with by man and brought into actual
expression, it is fully capable of separating certain specific areas for the
dramatic display of this universal cosmic energy.
Thus there is built up what I look upon as a material universe, with all its
different manifestations, by an orderly process of evolution. ll orderly, then
each stage must lay the foundation pertecily for the greater development of the
stage that is to foltow. lf I can accomplish progress in perfect order and
harmony of thought and action, I am in actual accord with power and this power
brings forth, on an unlimited scale, the faculty of selecting the means to an end.
I distribute tife and energy under a recognized order or cosmic progression.
This, then is not a material universe as I have thought. That is only my
definition of it. lt came forth from spirit and it is spiritual, if I will define it as
such. Ihjs is orderty, true, basic. lf orderly, it is scientific; if scientific, it is
intelligent -- it ,'s tife united with intettigent life.
Life coupted to, and guided by intelligence, becomes volition and, through
volition, it becomes vocation.
Spirit is the primary, vibrating, originating power; and I may enter into
spirit and use its power by the simpte acceptance or knowing that it does exist;
then let it come forth, and the whole of spirit is at my command. To me it
becomes an ever-potent spring of perpetual and original life right within
myself .

This does not take long years of study, nor need
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I go through training

or

hardships or deprivation. I know and accept thal this vibration does exist.
Then let it flow through me.
I am one with Great Creative Mind Substance; thus, I know that all things do
exist. lf I will but see that Divine Principle, Great Principle, Good Principle,
God Principle is all there is, -- that it fills all space, is all -- then I am that
principle; and, as I stand forth in my Christ Dominion and give out this
principle, l, by my very thought, word and act give this principle greater
activity. Thus, one more has found his dominion and is using God power and
sending it out. As I give out this power, it llows to me. As I give, more is
pressed upon me to give and I will find I cannot deplete the supply.
This does not mean going into a closet and hiding myself. This is getting quiet
right where I am, even in the busy so-called turmoil of life, under the most
trying circumstances. Then life is not turmoil; it is quiet, contemplative, and

It is not I who do the work, it is I
AM in the Father and the Father in
me brings forth the great
accomplishment. As I know that I
work, one with the Father, there
are no limitations, no boundaries; I

compulsive.

will it be said all are God.
The greatest sermon ever given
is BEHOLD GOD. This means

The outer activity is as nothing compared with the greater activity that I now
realize and I am one with. Ihis is getting quiet right where I am, seeing God
standing forth from me, -- closer than breathing, nearer than hands and feet,
-- with my whole thought action centered on God.
Who is God? Where is the God that my whole thought action is centered or
focu*d upon?
God is not a great being outside of me, that I am going to bring within and then
present to the world. God is that power which is generated and exhilarated by
my own thought action. lt is true that this power is within and all about me, but
it is inactive until I think of it and know that it does exist. Then I see it tlowing
forth from me in limitless measure. I present it to the world and the world is
benetited by my presentation. l, myself, must present the accomplishment by
putting forth the driving force of all Good, God my Father, the power to
accomplish, behind every thought and act. Now I am God fulfilling or filling full
the accomplishment. This is God, the true and only God, standing forth from
tTp..

the proiector,
then that legions fly to do my

I am then God the Father, the husbandman, the amplifier and
tfie definite and positive accomplisher.

lt is

know

it is my divine right to

accomplish all things.

Then follow me only as I follow
the Christ, the true Son, the onlybegotten of the Father; and, as I
bring forth and present God, I do
bring forth God from within. Then

seeing God standing forth in all
glory right within and from me and
from all others also. When I behold
God and nothing else but God, I love
and worship God and God alone; I
truly behold God. I am the Lord, the
Lawgiver, the dispenser of the Law.
When I pray, I enter my'closet,'
the secret chamber of my own soul.
There, I pray to my Father within;
and my Father, who hears, does
reward me openly. I pray and give
thanks that I am able to give forth
more of God to the whole world.
Does this not give me a higher and

more lofty outlook,

a

broader

a nobler ideal?
[At lhis point, Mr. Spalding's

perspective,

bidding.

The moment I say wholeheartedly, with reverence and deep meaning, that God

is in his Holy Temple and know that this temple is my pure body, iust as I
present it and as I truly stand today, that l, the true Christ, live one with God
right within this temple, and that my exalted body is a holy abiding place, a
whole and all-inclusive abode, I become an energizer, an all'including and

hosls and Jesus bade good-night and

departed.l

oupouring vessel for this true and divine principle to tlow through. Then I pour
out more and more of the God which I am and which I love.
t worship, I praise, and with my ever-expanding love, I pour out to all
mankind that they may see the Christ, the God-man standing torth triumphant.
Now t say with the keenest ioy, "Whosoever will, let him come and drink
deepty of the waters of pure life.' Those who do this will never thirst again.
This power I am using and sending forth is God. The Son accomplishes readily
what the Father accomplishes. This is also being humble to and bowing before
this great power. This is true humility stepping forth in humble mien, one with
my own driving force and Power.
By constantly contemplating, praising, blessing and giving thanks to this
power, I increase its flow and as I do this, it becomes potent and more readily
accessible to me.

Thus, I say, pray without ceasing. My daily life is true prayer.
By first KNOWTNG that this power does exist, then using it with absolute
contidence, I soon become wholly conscious of it. I soon KNOW that it is all'
inclusive in and through me. lf I will but let it flow, it will rush to me in every
instance. lt ftows to me as I let it flow from me. I stand forth as God and give
it out. Ihis r's truly a case of God my Father in me -- and I and my Father are
one. Not seruants but SOilS, Sons of the First Primal Cause. All that I AM
has, is mine; for I am that I AM.
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'lf lile does eilst

out there, I hope it's not lite
as wp know it."

w.tl Stlaet Journal
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"ln the Beginning Was The WORD" (?)
The March edition of the news
bulletin for the Foundation for MindBeing Research contained an article
by its president, William C. Gough,

entitled 'The Mental Universe."
This article relates to an almost
incomprehensible scientific
accomplishment,

the

ramifications

of which we can onlY

dimlY

perceive. After reading same four
limes over a period of two weeks,
the editor decided to share it with

the readers of

UNLIMITED

HORIZONS. After you studY it,
perhaps you, too, will ponder the
question, "ls this partly what the
author of the book of Genesis was
trying to say in the sentence quoted
above?"

The Mental Unlverse

ln the world of physical matter,
we speak of "discovering" the
secrets of nature - of unveiling the
patterns of 'God's creation."
However, in the realm of the mind,
our mental universe, we sPeak of
"man's creation" - thus, we assume
that the human species created

alphabets, words, and language. ln
this editorial I will exPlore the
possibility that this assumption is

incorrect.

ln the view of the ancient

wisdoms, alphabets, words, and
Ianguage are an integral Part of a
holistic universe and man ,s a
discoverer not a creator of
traditional alphabets (Sanskrit,
lslamic Arabic, Hebrew, Greek,
Tibetan). In studies of the Norse
people's Runic characters and the
Celtic symbols, anthropologists find
that the symbols of alPhabets
appear to have served sacred and

mystical purposes hundreds of
years betore they find evidence ot
their application as a written
language. ln addition, at least for
the Hebrews, Arabs, and Greeks,
the letters of the alPhabets were

also the symbols for

numbers.

Thus, these languages and their
alphabets are ParticularlY

intertwined wih the numerical,
mathematical and algorithmic
thought of these ancient PeoPles.

Could it be that the lefters of all
language map onto a universal
number system or matrix? And
that each number/letter or pattern

of

numbers/letters rePresents an
aspect of a universal idea, quality,
or "feeling" -- a sort of coordinate
map of the mental universe with
which we interact? Although this
concept may apPear strange to us,
it is consistent with the ancient
wisdoms and it is the basis ol a new
technology, READWARE, that was
awarded a patent bY the U.S.
Government in 1989. The tirst
application, "The Research
Assistant," is being commerciallY
marketed as comPuter software lor

query protocols typical of A-l text
retrieval programs. The computer
program uses two algorithms, one
that computes the content of
information about reality from the
letters of a word, and another that
computes the amount of common
intormation content between two
arbitrary words. The query can be
in one language and the text to be
searched may be in any of eight
languages (Arabic, English, French,
German, Hebrew, Russian, Spanish,
Swedish).

lndeed, words and numbers can

connect us

to the

universe's

to the
feeling" associated
with the specific letter (number)
pattern. This is the underlying
spaceless/timeless realm and

"meaning

or

principle behind numerology and the

treats individual letters of the
alphabet as having inherent

shaman's use of sacred symbols
(sigils); and why it is possible to do
psychometry, dowsing, and remote
viewing using only written words
or symbols. Also, why mystical
experiences can take place when,a
person places his or her attention

meaning; and that the meaning ol
words is built trom these individual

themselves.

the IBM-PC.

READWARE is based uPon a new
Iinguistic and cognitive theory that

letter meanings. Thus, the theorY
assumes there is Pre-Planning and
design in the structure and
semantics of languages. When we
seek tor an "aPProPriate word" to
convey a meaning, the universe
helps us discover the aPProPriate
letter sequence. An "egg" could
*horse."
never have been calted a
READWARE was invented bY Dr.
Tom Adi ol Management lnformation
Technologies, lnc., Washington,
D.C., who developed the theoretical
toundation from study of the Arabic
text of the Holy Quran.
READWARE performs an ldea
Search in contrast to a KeYword
Search. lt is the first software
program in the world that
understands human languages

without dictionaries,

sYnonYm

lists, thesauruses, indexes or the
programmer's rules and strict
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on symbols that are sacred

It is reported

in

elsewhere that
the

scientists are considering

development of computer equipment

which will be able to scan something
printed in say, English, and provide
a high-speed print-out translation

into another language. ls such a
system behind the statement of
'Technician,' the intelligence which
said in computer print-out on the
Harsch-Fischbach computer
(Luxembourg) in 1988, "l can speak
to you via this computer printer in
any language!'?

And if the material reported by
Bill Gough and the accomplishments
of 'Technician' in Luxembourg are

not enough by the way ol mind
benders, read and ponder possible
further ramifications of this news
item published in USA TODAY,
March 16, 1990.1 I

Look Boss! No Hands
Talk it up.

Dragon Systems, lnc. Monday
introduced the first 'typewriter"
operated by human speech. The
Newton, Mass., technology
company said its DragonDictate has
a basic vocabulary of 30,000

words - with an

80,000-word

dictionary built-in as a backup.
Commands are simple:
To turn it on, say,
console, wake up.'
To turn it off, say,
console, go to sleep.'

amazement at the stars and the
starlike things and thoughts, lhe
undaunted challenge of events, the
unfailing childlike appetite for what
next, and the joy in the game of
life.
You are as young as Your faith,
as old as your doubt; as Young as

your

self-conf

idence,

as old as

your fear; as young as Your hoPe,
as old as your despair.
So long as Your heart receives

messages

of beauty,

cheer,

courage, grandeur, and power from

the earth, from man, and from the
lnfinite, you are young.
When the wires are all down and
all the central palace of your heart
is covered with the snows of
pessimism and lhe ice of cynicism,
then you are grown old indeed and
may God have mercy on your soul.

Author Unknown

'Voice

Ask Yourself

'Voice

To omit an error, say, "Oops,"
then correct word.
The $9,000 device can prinl out
more than 40 words a minute if
operated by a skilled usor.
It has software, a speech
recognition board and requires an
IBM PC AT-compatible computer.
Any printer will do.
The system recognizes "discrete
utterances" - words with at least a
1/4-second pause in between. lt
displays a list of possibilities when
a .word is spoken, prints the toP
word unlesss told to keep looking,
lhen waits for the next word to be

Has made you badly blind,

Ask Yourself,
The self that You don't know
But the self that knows You,
lnside you

lnfinite
Close your eyes and search
Ask lor all the answers,
Don't long for them in church.

Ask yourself,
The self you've ignored,
There is a land that lies inside You
Waiting to be exPlored,
The materialism manufactured
loday

lf you'd care to step inside yourself
Such treasures you would find.
Ask yourself,
The sell lhat lives when you're
dead,

The book is on the shelf
But the book has not been read,
The consciousness of ths cosmos
That you do not contact Yet
The one that is so close to You
But the one you have not met.

Jonathan Pybus (aged 15) 1989.
North Yorks, England

spoken.

DragonDictate will recognize
anyone speaking to it. Those with
impaired speech can use it if words
are consistently pronounced.

Youth

Nobody gets anywhere
playing it safe'

Old Age?

Youth is not a time of life - it is a
state of mind; it is a temPer of the
will, a quality of the imagination, a

vigor of the emotions, a
predominance of courage over
timidity, of the aPPetile for
adventure over love of ease.

Nobody grows old bY merelY
living a number of Years; PeoPle
grow old onlY bY deserting their
ideals. Years wrinkle the skin, but
to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the
soul. Worry, doubt, self-distrust,
fear, and desPair - these are the
long, long years lhat bow the head
and turn the growing sPiril back to
dust.

Whether sevenly or sixteen,
there is in every being's heart the
love of wonder, the sweet

METAsctcnce Fouaiation, lac.
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Someday, after we have mastered the winds,
the waves, the tides and gravity, we shall
harness for God the energies of Iove. Then
for the second time in the history of the
world, Man will have discovered fire.
Teilhard de Chardin
Af

f

irmations

Let's face it. Many of today's intelligentsia and sophisticated persons
consider affirmations as 'mere kid's stuff" - a harmless practice for the
uneducated. However, those at the cutting edge of research into the human
consciousness are quite comfortable with the knowledge that their thoughts act
as programmers, not only for the workings of the very cells of their brains
and bodies, but also for all of their actions and reactions on the great stage of
life, where each daily plays out his or her current Earth life. Since it is a
certainty that the majority of the members of METAscience Foundation fall into
this latter category, this assembly of simple affirmations may be useful. Here
is a listing from which you might occasionally pick one or two affirmations
that seem appropriate for the condilions existing at that moment in your life.
lam ENTHUSIASTIC
lam DYNAMIC

lradiate INFECTIOUS GOOD HUMOR

lam ECSTATIC

Don't rock the boat, Trust GOD
A winner never quits
Nobody gets anywhere playing it safe
Every day in every way, I am getting
OVERFLOWING better than ever!

I radiate LIMITLESS LOVE
I am EXUBERANT
I love MYSELF
lfear NOTHING
luty JOY lS

I radiate SELF-CONFIDENCE

Maintain the

JOY STATE OF

I radiate HAPPINESS
CONSCIOUSNESS ALL DAY LONG
I radiate SPONTANEITY NO MATTER WHAT...... LIFE CAN BE

lradiate

DECISIVENESS

TERRIFIC

Book Review
INCREDIBLE COINCIDENCE
by Alan Vaughan;
Ballentine Books, 1989 (Originally
published by

Harper

& Row,

1979)

"This book is meant to be more
than a case book of coincidence. lt

is a

training course

in how to

recognize synchronicity when you
see it. And then, how to use it....'
(page 13). .Coined by the eminent
Swiss psychologist Carl Jung to
describe meaningf ul coincidence
without apparent cause lacausal),
the term synchronicity has become
increasingly familiar.' (page 1).
Have you ever been thinking of a
person, the phone rings and the
person you were just thinking about
is on the other end? Things like
lhis happen so often, we have the
saying, "Well, speak of the devil.'
This book is about events like this,
some on a much deeper level. Some
of the coincidences chronicled here
are truly incredible and once begun,
the book is hard to put down.
Rather than repeat the stories
Vaughan tells, I'll tell some stories
which illustrate the same points.
I was a young, dashing Air Force
pilot in 1973, stationed at Grissom

AFB, lndiana. I visited a
metaphysical bookstore in
lndianapolis and after purchasing

... And here is more of lhe same:
The thing that makes a Champion is obvious enough,
It isn't any mystic prestidigitator's stuff.
It's nothing more lhan given to whatever be the chore
The power that is in you -- and a small scintilla more.

It isn't any wizardry, it's nol a magic gift,
ll's merely lifting honestly the load you have to lift.
Or, in the game ycu're playing, il is using all your store
Of grit and nerve and energy -- and just a lrifle more.
The thing that makes a Champion is simple, plain and clear;

It's never being 'almost,* "just about" or "pretty near.'
It's summoning the utmost from your spirit's inner core
And giving every bit of it -- and just a little more.
That "little more" how much it is! As deep and wide and far
As that enormous emptiness from dunghill to a star,
The gulf belween the earthbound and the eagles as they soar,
The Champions who give their best -- and one iota more!
Berton Braley
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several dozen books, I struck up a
conversation with the manager. I
lold of my basic interest in the field
theory of telepathy, etc. ln return,

she told me of a local researcher
and author, Jerry Gallimore, and
gave me his phone number. I made
an appointment to visit with Jerry
a few weeks later. On the day of
our appointment, I was anxious to

of f base, so I left early.
Arriving in lndianapolis very early,
I decided to call Jerry to see if I
could come over early. Of course, I

get

had to find

a pay phone. As

I

thought about from where to call, I
remembered that a new shopping
mall had recently opened. I decided
to go to the mall, have dinner and

call Jerry. After

I

ate,

I

walked

around the mall and found a phone.
Jerry and his wife had not

finished dinner yet, so an early
visit was out of the question. But
Jerry said since I was in town, I
should go to the new mall (l did not
tell him from where I was calling),
go to the bookstore in the mall and
ask for a certain young lady who
worked there. The phone I was
calling from was in fronl of the
bookstore and (as I discovered in
just a few minutes) I was looking at
the lady he wanted me to meet.
That's not the end of the story. I
introduced myself to her and after
we talked for a while, in walked her
mother. Her mother was a PsYchic
and gave me a short reading in the
store. The interesting thing is that

her mother had never

before

visiled her at work!

ln the way of more recent
events, after I decided to take a
year (at least) off from teaching to
devote to the METAscience work,
my wife Jeanne was looking for a
job. I had made arrang€ments to go
to Europe for the SAFE meeting and

Basil PSI Days and

Jeanne

expressed the desire to go with me,
kiut we knew that would be
impossible. We personallY did not
have enough moneY for the triP and
METAscience did not have enough to

pay for both of us to go. After a
long job search, Jeanne f inallY
received an offer to teach with the
Buffalo School District. On the
same day, Dr. Ernst Senkowski
called to ask if Jeanne would be
inlerested in channeling for Basil
PSI Days; the scheduled channel had

cancelled. I did not know

Dr.

Senkowski (although George Meek
had mentioned his name to me), so
how did he haPPen to choose
Jeanne? lt was interesting to find
out that I had written Lucille
McNames (who is herself a channel)
and commented on her new

manuscript, "The Crystal Tower.'
ln lhat letter, I mentioned that mY
wife is a channel. Ms. McNames
had forwarded a coPY of mY letter
to Dr. Senkowski. So Jeanne went
with me after all, with her
expenses paid.

Nice story, but it gets better. At
the Basil PSI DaYs conference was
a young journalist from Yugoslavia,

Drago Plecko. Drago writes New

Age articles and hosts a New Age
lelevision program in his homeland.
Having covered events like this in
the past, Drago knows that it is
impossible to cover every aspect of
such a conference, so he picks out
one person to focus on. For this
conference, he chose to focus on
the channeling of Jeanne Love. Now
how is this for a flow of events?
From not knowing that she would
go, to being featured on television
and in Drago's writings! Granted, it
wasn't Barbara Walters, but it is
still a mind-boggling sequence of
'coincidences.'
I went to the meeting of the
Swiss Association for Free EnergY

by myself. One of the things I
wanled to do was to ialk with other
scientists with spiritual interests.
On Saturday morning, I woke earlY
and decided to go for a walk. As I
left the elevator, I was walking

beside an oriental genlleman, about
my age. As we left the building, I

struck up a convorsation. He was
there for the same meeting and was
also going out for a walk, so we
walked and talked together. He is a
nuclear physicist from Korea and
we talked about PhYsics and its

relation to sPiritualitY. We
discussed questions like, "ls the
orgon energy the same as the
chinese concept of Qi?" I told him
about my unified field theory and he
was interssted enough to ask for a
copy of my pap€r. I did not meet
another physicist at that meeling.
So a nice sequence of events, bul
does it mean anything? Vaughan
seems to think so:
'My cases of incredible
coincidence indicate some
surprising things that our common
sense reasoning maY find it hard to
accept:

1. We seem to be connected bY
psychic links of consciousness.
2. Our life dramas show evidence
of psychic synchronization with
those of others.
3. We each seem to have a PsYchic
blueprint of life that dovetails with
the blueprints ol others.
4. We have aPParent unconscious
our life's
f oreknowledge of
blueprint.
5. We seem to Possess
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extraordinary psychic ability that
functions on an unconscious level.
6. lf we are prone to psychic
experience, then we also seem
more prone to synchronistic
experience.

7.

Synchronicity,

or

meaningful

coincidence, seems to be the
resultant vector of the enmeshed
consciousness of several

individuals, each of

contributes psychicallY

whom
the

to

coincidence.

8.

What we call

Psi

extrasensory percePtion and
psychokinesis -- may be evidence
of consciousness in operation.
9. Psi seems to operate

in far
more complex ways that are

recognized

usually

bY

parapsychology.
1 0. The usual rules of space and
time, of cause and effect, do not
apply to psychic and synchronistic

events."

So, is there really something
significant happening with all of
these coincidences? Jung thought
so or he would not have given the

a name. ManY others
think so, too. The classic work on
the subject is Arthur Koestler's
phenomena

The Roots of

Coincidence.
lncredible Coincidences is much
easier reading and more
entertaining, while The Roots ol
Coincidence is more scholarly and
reading it requires more work, but
is rewarding because the book
covers more ground. Together, the
two books are a well-balanced
introduction to this arena of
psychic research.
To close with one last case studY.
ln the previous issue of UNLIMITED
HORIZONS, lhere was a quote from
Alan Vaughan. This might lead You
to suspecl that it was chosen

because

we were Planning to
book. Not so. Since

review this

I

write book reviews, I am on the
mailing list lor several publishers

e.,\*\9e.aG9e.aos,9
The secret of success is
sincerity. Once you can
fake that, you've got it
made!

A.3*S.9e-4.(h.9o
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Book Review
by David Lorimer

(Thank You.) I received this book
for review after the triP to EuroPe,

long after the last issue went

to

EVIDENCE FOR LIFE AFTER
DEATH: A CASEBOOK FOR THE

press.

TOUGH-MINDED

a question for you to
answer. Have you had any
Now

incredible synchronistic events
occur in your life? Let us know
about them and we will choose some
of the best for future newsletters.
Now that you know more about such

events, be on the alert! lt would be

interesting

if

after this

approaches available.
Each case is lollowed by a detailed
analysis of salie.nt points and
possible explanations. ln the mental
mediumship section, for instance,
there is a case in which the medium

appears,

synchronistic events start
happening to METAscience
members. Let us know.
TL

is clearly ishing for information
and produces no convincing

Arthur S. Berger, J.D. and
Charles C. Thomas; 1988

f

The basis of this extremelY
usef ul casebook is that PeoPle
interested in life after death do not
normally have the chance to Plow
through the whole proceedings of

the learned

paraPsYchologY

associations, but do need

some

representative cases and informed
comment in order to enable them to
arrive at a conclusion on the
matter. The book is divided into
three sections: mental phenomena,
mental mediumship, and phYsical
phenomena. The cases are carefully

selected from older sources,

well as those of the

as

Survival

Research Foundation of which the
author is President. Case histories

are not simply included

because
also because

they are typical, but
certain features are inslructive in
assessing the relative plausibility
of the various theoretical

,1

"well, there's not much I can do if you can't
remember your Social Securlty number. ' ' ."

Research
Report

A

evidence; on the other hand, there
are recent cases of communications
hard to explain on the basis of the
unfalsifiable Super'ESP hypothesis,

and a good illustration of xenoglossy: The respondent was able to
converse f reely in Swedish, a
language of which hb was whollY

ignorant

in normal life.

ln

conclusion, Dr. Berger sensiblY
points out the difference between
evidence and proof: Evidence is
information, while Proof "dePends
on personal belief resulting f rom
the presentation of information.'
The book certainly contains enough
information to serve as a basis for
rational belief in the survival of
consciousness.

[David Lorimer is Director of The
Scientific and Medical Network (The

Old School House, HamPnett,
Northleach, Glos. GL54

3NN,

England)l

HEAVENLY VISITOR

Jeannette's mother, dead for some 30 years, pays a visit.

3

[To better understand what follows, consider these facts. At the time of the incident reported here, Jeannette
Meek, age 92, has suffered numerous strokes over the past 15 months. She is in the final days of her present
Earthty tife. She is comptetety paralyzed; her weight is now perhaps 65 lbs., a mere skeleton covered by skin; she
cannot speak or make any sounds, she is completely blind and deaf on her right side and with her left eye and ear
can barely see and hear. Since her throat muscles are paralyzed, she has to be fed with soft baby foods, a small
spoonful at a time. She is under the loving care of a personal nurse, Loree, whose own bed is parallel to and three
feet away from Jeannette's hospital bed. Loree is on duty 24 hours per day, seven days per week. She and
Jeannette have developed almost perfect telepathic rapport. No sisfers ever had a greater love bond. Several
times in recent weeks, Jeannette has described "starting through the tunnel.' (She- says, "lt looks more like a
Funnel than a Tunnel!' So her mind is still sharp.) But each time she comes back...saying she does not want to leave
George and Loree. Jeannette's mother, Angeline Fulton Duncan died at the age of 78 and has been a dweller in the
spirit wortd for some 30 years. There was a great and deep love bond between Jeannefte and her mother.l

GWM: This is Saturday morning,
March 24, 1990. While the details
are fresh in my mind, I want to
record the fascinating story of last
n ig ht's 'visitor.'
This morning I rose about 6:30
and did some work at my desk. I
noticed that Jeannette's 'round the
clock nurse Loree had overslept, so

al7:45 I gave her a call. When she
apologized,

got dressed, she

saying, "Last night Jeannette had a

little gurgling or coughing noise in
her throat and I didn't want to go to
bed as long as that continued. lt
stopped at 2:00 A.M. and I sat down
on my bed.

"l was astonished when, in the
dim light from the outdoor street
light, I saw the rocking chair move
slowly back and forthl Then I saw,
clairvoyantly, a figure get up and

go over and stand beside

Jeannette's hospital bed at the point
right beside Jean nelte's head.

Telepathically,

-13-

I

heard Jeannette

encountered in her

life. 'lt was like

an odor from heaven."
Well, of course, this was a most

startling turn of events! But how
much of this was a fantasy on the
part of Loree? How could I get any
proof that such a visit look Place?
How could I learn more about the
conversation, il any?
Loree and I discussed the
situation. As a result I suggested
we go lo Jeannette's bedside and
see if we could converse with
Jeannette herself on this incident
and determine whether she had anY
recall. We found Jeannette awake. I
started to question her as to anY
memory she had about anY visitors
during the night. After she started
her reply, I hastily seized the tape
recorder and laid it on her pillow
adjacenl to the top of her head. I

then backtracked a bit
summarized brief ly what

and
had

happened up to that point to get it
down on tape. From this point on,
the following material is
transcribed from said tape.
[The existence of the TUNNEL, and
its function, have long been known.

GWM: (Now I'm going to record on
this tape lhe conversation which
Loree and I had with Jeannette
aller breakfast when we went to

Some 500 years ago, HieronYmus
Bosch made a beautiful Painting.
The details are lost in this Poor
ieproduction.l

er*\9er\O\9Qr\a

GWM: Jeannette, it's very
important that I get this straight.

express her surprise when she
said, 'Oh, Mother, it is You. How
glad I am lo see you.'" (Loree said
in

Jeannette's thought.)
I asked Loree if she could see

what color hair the figure had and
what she could tell me about the
dress. She replied, "l was unaware

of lhe face or color of the

hair,
because mY attention was drawn lo
the dress, which was a long one - a
pretty shade of Pink.' When I asked

Loree if she remembered anYthing
further about the conversation, she
said, 'No, I felt I didn't want to
interfere or eavesdroP, so I just

mentally

cut it

off

."

When

JDM: Yes.
GWM: Could you tell me what she
said to you?
Mother said, 'Let go, my
daughter and come into the Light.'
And that was so strange.

JDM:

GWM: You say your mother said,
-Let go and come to the lighl.'?
That was most interesting. And it
was really wonderful that you could
E€ your molher. Could you tell me
how she was dressed? Or maybe
you couldn't see, lying flat on your
back there in bed [blind in one eye
and little vision in the otherl. Could
you see how she was dressed, what
color dress she had on, what it
looked like?

JDM: Honey, I was so surprised, I
did not pay any attention to what

color she had on. [Actually, JDM
can only dimly perceive black and
white.l

GWM: O.K. Did she stand here
aboul where I'm standing beside
your bed?

her bedside.)

19

there was great emotion

to you?

I

questioned Loree further about the
incident, she said lhere was one
other thing and that was the odor.
She said it was one of the sweetest
odors that she had ever

JDM: Yes.
GWM: Did she reach out and touch

Loree says that last night You had
quite a cough, a tickle and she didn't
want to go to sleeP while You were

you?

that

(said with emotion).

way. So she sat here until

about 2:00 this morning when You
stopped your coughing. And as she
sat on her bed, she was surPrised
to see somebody here in the room.
And I just asked you if You could
remember last nighl. I understood
you to say, you did. Now I'm going
to ask you again. Will You tell
Loree who you saw last night?

JDM: SHE STROKED MY

FACE

GWM: She stroked your face, good.
And do I understand her comment
was to - "My daughter, come on to
the Light?' ls that about what she
said?

JDM: She said, "MY daughter,
come jglg the light."

JDM (telepathically): lt was so
strange, I saw mY mother (deeP

GWM: Did she say anything else?

emotion).

JDM: She said, 'Daughter, molher

GWM: You g3g Your
Wonderful. Wonderful.

will be there awaiting for
mother.
Did she

soeak to vou?

JDM: Yes.

GWM: Good. Good. Well, that
should give you a lot of Pleasure
and courage to know that Your
mother will be there. And that she
is waiting for

GWM: Do you know what she said

-14-

You."

You.

sleep, if you want some food, yor,
just tell Loree. She'll take care of
you. I bought a new supply of baby

JDM: She said it's wonderful, but I
was worried about being there by
myself. Now I know I won'l be
there by myself.

food yesterday. Good

sweetheart.

GWM: Good! Good, Sweetheart.
Ah, there comes that wonderful
smile. Quite a gal. Well, at least
you know you won't be lhere by
yourself. You couldn't ask for a

odor which was present when
Jeannette's mother was beside the
bed. She just continues to shake

her head in amazement saying,
'Never in my life have I ever
smelled anything as sweet, as
lovely, yes, as heavenly as that
odor. And, of course, it came as a
complete surprise as I had never

show

me around [in wonderment].
GWM, repeating: Mother will show
you around?

JDM: And she said it's so strange.

Loree and Jeannette

GWM: What is strange?

JDM: Mother said she will

show

me around.

GWM: Boy, you couldn't ask for
anything better than

lhat.

That's

just wonderful. You know for
weeks I've been telling you, you
will have a great reception when
you arrive over there. I told you
your mother will be there, your
father will be there, probably my

GWM: Well, I don't want to tire you
out. I think that's about all we will
push for now. But it's so helpful we

could get thls contlrmatlon
through you that Lorea was

telling the truth about

what
happened at 2:00 A.M. whlle
I was sleeplng. This shows
you'll be taking your good, sharp
mind over with you.

JDM:

I

mother and Deedee, my sister Lois.

Mother told me
forget her.

lhere.

GWM: She lold you you wouldn't
forget her? All right.

JDM: Now, honey, I won't have lo
worry any more aboul taking you
and Loree with me! (Relief in her

Loree: Jeannetle is wanting to ask,
*Loree, reckon who'll come to visit
me tonight?'

Yes, we've been told they've
planned quite a reception over

wouldn't

thoughl.)

GWM: Well, maybe you'll GO with
GWM: Good. That's right. Because
you've got friends over there, lots
of good lriends over there. Now
you know it! And all because your

mother

came

!

That is

so

wonderful, sweetheart. Bless your

heart. You've been held here
because you've been worrying

about going over without Loree and
me. You want to take us wilh you,
or stay here with us. I kept telling
you I've got a few more years of
work I want to do here yel. Now I

can glg that work and I will know
you're in good hands on the other
side. lsn't that greal?

them, WHOEVER comes.

GWM: Yes. Maybe it'll be your
daddy tonight. You haven'l seen
him for a long time. Lel's see, it
was 1934. You haven't seen your
daddy for 56 years.

JDM: l'm sorry,

wonderful.

honey, but I'm

going lo go to sleep.
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books I have seen in libraries in
Great Britain about the odor which
somelimes accompanies such a

visitor as Jeannette's mother,
particularly in books written circa
19oo.l
Monday, March 26, 8:00 a.m.

Two mornings after the visit
from her mother, I again stood at
Jeannetle's bedside. lt was obvious
she was very weak. Her sweet

face was at peace. She said,
'Honey, I am very, very, very
weak." I said, 'Yes, and you are
also at peace. Wasn't it wonderful
that you had the visit from your
mother two nights ago?' She
replied, "Yes. I am at peace. I still
hate to leave you and Loree behind.

But this next time when

started through lhe tunnel,
not lurn back.'

a

I get
I will

I sat at

Jeannette's bedside and told her I
had drafted the above report. I said
considering the large portion of our
membership which is 60 years or
older, I thought that they would find

this research reporl of value. Her
telepathic reply was, 'Yes, I would
like to share this information. Go
ahead with your plan, but when you

write

GWM: O.K., we've tired you oui, so
we'll let you go to sleep. After I
give you one more kiss. Thank you,

a sleep and after you've had

heard ol such a thing. Goodness, if
I could package that odor I could sell
it and make a fortune!'
[GWM - There are references in

Four days later

JDM: Yes, that's possible.

sweetheart. You go ahead and have

JDM: That's

-xxx-

Twice since reporling on this
incident, Loree has recalled the
unusual experience of the pleasanl

better companion than your mother.

JDM: Mother said she will

night,

it up, give full credit lo
it all

Loree. She helped make
possible."
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An lnvitation to

Non-Members

lnformation such as you hava just read ls avallable
Foundation, lnc. Ask yourself these two questlons:

only from

METAsclence

1. Would I llke to have continulng global updates on further exciting developments
resulting from this and other efforts to explore Mankind's higher levels of

consciousness?
2. Would I like to tap the accumulatlon of knowledge resulting from 20 years of
worldwide research on the nature of higher levels of consciousness by a group of 2T

medical doctors, psychiatrists, sclentists, psychiatrists, parapsychologists
in 21 countries?

psychics

lf the answer to either or both of lhese questions
one-year membership in METAsclence Foundalion.

is

and

YES, we suggest you take

a

METAscience Foundation, lnc. supports scientific research and public education that will advance
Mankind's understanding of what happens to the human mind, memory banks, personality and soul
following death of the physical body. This work has the potential for an evolutionary leap in Mankind's
understanding of itself and its place in the cosmos. ....1n fact, it might be the road that will lead
to permanent peace.

Regular memberships are $30 per year, while full-time students and persons over 65 are charged
only $20 per year. Husband and wife memberships are $45.
Since membership fees at the abo.'e levels will cover only a small portion of METAscience expenses,
members are encouraged to enroll at one of the higher-level memberships.
Associate Membership $100 per year
Sustaining Membership $250 per year

Sponsoring Membership $500 per year
A Patron $1,000 or more per year

Beyond these levels of monetary support, METAscience must depend on philanthropy. We hope members
will advise us of potential individual donors. Please let us know of any such organizations or individuals
and we will promptly make an approach.
We have been advised that all gifts, grants, bequests and membership payments beyond $12.00 (the
arbitrary price of a year's subscription to UNLIMITED HORIZONS newsletter) are tax deductible. The IRS
has approved our status as a 501(c)(3) foundation for scientific research and public education. Our
employer identification number is 58-1495474.
All payments must be made in U.S. Funds - Check on a U.S. bank, U.S. currency or
lnternational Postal Money Order ln U.S. Dollars.

METAW
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